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The Happiest Day

“During holidays, [Norman Vincent] Peale once suggested, you should make 'a deliberate effort to speak hopefully about everything.'”
~ Oliver Burkeman

Our in-house psychologist - Dr. Frank Murtha – recently asked me, “You've got all this data on emotions so tell me, what’s the Happiest Day of the year? And as a matter of fact, what’s the Angriest Day? And the Most Pessimistic Day?”

I had no idea. Based on work by Aleksander Fafula, our data genius, we know the happiest month is January (when we control for holiday greetings) and the Angriest month is September. But days? We hadn’t thought to look.

To investigate, we ran an analysis using the Thomson Reuters MarketPsych Indices social media-based sentiment indices for the S&P 500. These indices cover every year from 1998 through November 2012.

What did we find? First of all, and fortunately, the next few weeks don’t contain extremely Angry or Pessimistic days. The next 3 weeks do, however, contain the Happiest and the Most Optimistic Days. Norman Vincent Peale’s advice has possibly been taken to heart, but perhaps more for unconscious biological reasons (seasonal neurochemical and hormonal shifts) rather than people consciously taking Peale’s words to heart (the advice itself is useless).

Interestingly, over periods of weeks we see clusters of days or weeks being generally of the same emotional state. When we look at weekly patterns alone, we see that investors express the most Joy and Optimism in the first week of January (approximately 3rd
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through 6th), with the second week of January close behind. Also important, Gloom, Anger, and Fear levels are the lowest during those weeks - not only are positive emotions high, but negative emotions are low. In summary, investors are generally happiest at the beginning of the year, when enjoying a fresh start (perhaps this has something to do with the January Effect in stock markets).

For specific days, the 23rd of December is the Most Joyful (today!!!), and January 9th is the Most Optimistic. Note that market holidays are excluded from the analysis.

So… we hope you have been enjoying Financial Happiness Day today!

In honor of Financial Happiness Day (and the Fiscal Cliff), check out Dr. Murtha’s zany video spoofing the struggles of financial advisors around the fiscal cliff with our old friends, Bob (an individual investor) and his financial advisor Helen.

But now on to more serious matters…

**Chinese V Bottom?**

Chinese investors are especially happy today. The Chinese indexes have gone vertical in the past 3 weeks (up 10%). And while stock market bottoming is usually a long process, China’s market seems to have decided that the coast is clear.

“China?” you say, “but that market is full of corrupt and obscure accounting practices, banks stuffed with non-performing politically-driven loans, and state-owned companies.” Yes, those are all problems for Chinese equities, but in today’s newsletter we’ll also look at some positives for China, including sentiment indicators such as higher Fear levels than peers. And we’ll look for stocks that are good long term buys in China.

**East Asian Sentiment**

China’s economic growth rate has been nothing short of spectacular. While in 1963 China was the 12th poorest country in the world per capita, lying between Somalia and Burundi in the rankings, by 2012 China is in the middle of the economic pile. China emerged from a centuries-long slump, but it wasn’t without the exercise of State power. While many State programs were epic failures (e.g., the Great Leap Forward), many more have been successful (e.g., the development of high speed railways and transportation networks and the most prolific industrial and manufacturing base on the planet).
I bring up State power because in China the State has directed many immensely beneficial projects, and there are indications that the State may be now serious about developing the equity markets to international standards.

Social media has been fairly positive on China generally over the past three years, but the trend is down. Optimism (future-looking sentiment) about China expressed in social media, while well above the U.S. and Eurozone, is essentially on par with Japan and is lower than South Korea. See figure below:

In our quantitative studies with Optimism and Equity sectors and industries, we find that changes in Optimism are usually more significant in their impact than the net level. In the example above, the decline in Chinese Optimism reflects the decline in Chinese share prices. As we continue to study sentiment indices and national economic development and stock market returns, we will explain more of what our findings mean for the future.

In another study (not displayed) we found that Fear about China is quite high, second to the Eurozone of the nations and regions listed above (see chart below).
That is, there is significant anxiety expressed in English language social media about China. Despite overall Optimism about China’s future, this is tempered by Fear that China’s rise comes with risks.

When we analyze currency price forecasts, we see that the consensus for China’s Yuan is that it will rise, although the consensus has begun to unravel in the past year (see chart below, note that the colors denoting each country changed). The Yuan revaluation consensus is falling as it becomes clear that Chinese inflation is reducing some industrial competitive advantages, and
money is moving out of China, as wealthy investors and successful companies sell Yuan to buy overseas assets.

What does the consensus mean for us? First, when we’ve had a long period of extreme consensus in the markets, and the consensus begins to shift, it takes time for investors to readjust their expectations and for the new reality is reflected in prices.

Being contrarian by nature, I tend to believe that the consensus is priced in. But being an empirical being, I’ve tried to prove this statistically. We’ve done some quick studies on whether
future expectations can predict prices. We find that large short-term changes in future expectations have a lagged impact and do often precede price changes. This finding is only true for social media. News tends to report the safe opinion, which is usually an extrapolation of what already happened, while social media is more useful in our research.

**China Stock Market Slump**

Since 2007 the [Chinese stock market](#) has been in a slump. We predicted as far back as 2000 that there would be a massive “Buy on the Rumor, Sell on the News” pattern around the Beijing Olympics with Chinese indexes rising into summer 2008 and then falling after the Games were held. Our timing was off (by a year!), but the general pattern held. The markets recently hit three-year lows (before rebounding 10% the first two weeks of December).

The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) indicated on November 30, 2012 that a stable stock market is in the national interest. And we know from recent history that when the Chinese government sets a goal, it usually achieves it. There is also some momentum behind reforms of the Chinese financial markets. We’re seeing historically low Chinese stock valuations (P/E ratios), the emergence of Chinese financial products such as mutual funds, Chinese real estate prices plateauing, and some world-changing companies emerging out of China.

*Is it time to get back into Chinese stocks?*

Ah, but of course there is always a contrary opinion. Many local and international investors are worried about the high levels of state ownership of shares (as [this excellent article explains](#)). There is an unresolved conflict between U.S. accounting rules and the requirement of U.S.-listed State-owned Chinese ADRs to reveal their internal numbers (which are State secrets per Chinese law). And don’t forget that many U.S.-listed Chinese stocks had fraudulent accounting detected by our social media Alerts in our [June 2011 newsletter](#). Bank stocks have low P/Es due to an accumulation of non-performing politically-motivated loans, and when they are removed from the Shanghai index, P/E ratios are actually fairly high – above 20.

Given the weight of the evidence, I think China is forming a bottom around 2,000, and from here we’re likely to see positive reforms to root our fraud and fix a broken equities market. So is it time to buy? As in every situation, one must look carefully for the companies of the future and select carefully.

**Trading Recap**

Trading recap from last newsletter: Our two trades from our prior newsletter both did well, despite the S&P 500 falling slightly. The one-week buys on Intel (INTC) and Freeport McMoran (FCX) were profitable as INTC rose 2% and FCX rose 5% on the week.

Week ahead: Our trades this week are low conviction. We’re seeing a one week buy on [Decker Outdoors (DECK)](#), maker of Ugg boots, which haven’t been selling well. The stock has sold off dramatically on fear that the Ugg fad has passed, which appears to be a short term over-reaction. We see a one-week short on the Chinese ADR [Trina Solar (TSL)](#). There is substantial liking of this stock, which is short-term concerning and indicates a sell. (Note the Disclaimer).
Regarding China, I'm going to be wishy-washy. Things change fast in China, and I'm not a fundamental nor a Chinese analyst. Using sentiment scores it is clear that some U.S.-listed Chinese ADRs such as NetEase (NTES) and Renren (RENN) have sold off on delisting and fraud fears, and now may be a good time to consider entering on the U.S. side (keep in mind those shares may actually delist over the long-term, given accounting rule uncertainties). We have no Chinese stock positions currently, and while I'm hopeful about reform and buying quality companies on dips, I see the sentiment in the charts above pointing to greater values in Europe right now, especially as Europe pulls back from the cliff this year. In January we will look at opportunities in the Eurozone.

Next week we will release our yearly forecast for 2013, where we will profile the most optimistic and pessimistic equities of the year with expected underperformance and outperformance respectively. Our track record looks good based on backtesting and our 2012 picks …

## Housekeeping and Closing

We launched the Thomson Reuters MarketPsych Indices for monitoring market psychology for 30 currencies, 50 commodities, 120 countries, and 40 equity sectors and industries in social and news media.

We have a number of Spring 2013 speaking engagements in New York, London, Toronto, and Boston – we will provide locations and venues as the dates come closer.

We love to chat with our readers about their experience with psychology in the markets - we look forward to hearing from you! We especially love interesting stories of your or others experiences.

We have speaking and training availability. Please contact Derek Sweeney at the Sweeney Agency to book us: Derek@thesweeneyagency.com, +1-866-727-7555

**Happy Investing!**

Richard L. Peterson, M.D. and The MarketPsych Team

## Books

Both books named "Top Financial Books of the Year" by Kiplingers.
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- Linguistic analysis paired with behavioral economics opens a new dimension for financial products and trainings.
- MarketPsych Data provides granular quantitative sentiment data from streaming social and news media through Thomson Reuters. Please contact us for data access and more information.
- Optimized to identify value over two+ years of real-time trading.
- The MarketPsych Data feed includes minutely macro indices tracking reported price action, supply and demand dynamics, media expectations, and other concepts for all major countries, commodities, currencies, ETFs, and equities (over 6,000).
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Disclaimer
This material is not intended as and does not constitute an offer to sell any securities or a solicitation of any offer to purchase any securities.

The information of the MarketPsych Report is presented free of charge. It is no substitute for the services of a professional investment advisor. Investments recommended may not be appropriate for all investors. Recommendations are made without consideration of your financial sophistication, financial situation, investing time horizon, or risk tolerance. Readers are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisers with respect to any investment.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Screen and model signals and related analysis are for informational and entertainment purposes only and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities. Most financial instruments (stocks, bonds, funds) carry risk to principal and are not insured by the government. Anyone using this newsletter for investment purposes does so at his or her own risk.

Data accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Opinions and analyses included herein are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or correctness. We are not liable for any errors or inaccuracies, regardless of cause, or for the lack of timeliness of, or for any delay or interruptions in, the transmission thereof to the users.

As a matter of policy, we may act upon the investment information that this newsletter provides prior to making it available to the public. We do not accept compensation of any kind from any companies mentioned herein.

MarketPsych is not responsible for any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages that may result from the use of, or the inability to use, the Information contained on this newsletter whether the Information is provided or otherwise supplied by MarketPsych or anyone else. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event shall MarketPsych total liability to you for any and all claims, damages, losses, and causes of action (whether in contract or tort or otherwise) exceed the amount paid by you, if any, for accessing this newsletter.

MarketPsych expressly disclaims all warranties and conditions with regard to the Web sites, their Content, and the Information, including, without limitation, all implied warranties and conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and non-infringement. By using the Web site, Content, and Information, I assume all of the
risks associated with their use, and I release and agree to indemnify and hold harmless MarketPsych from any and all liability, claims for damages, and losses arising from or connected with such risks.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OR FIND ANY OF THEM TO BE UNACCEPTABLE, SIMPLY UNSUBSCRIBE FROM THE EMAIL LIST. If you understand and accept these caveats, feel free to read the newsletter.